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Abstract
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) while being very
versatile in realistic image synthesis, still are sensitive to the
input distribution. Given a set of data that has an imbalance
in the distribution, the networks are susceptible to missing
modes and not capturing the data distribution. While vari-
ous methods have been tried to improve training of GANs,
these have not addressed the challenges of covering the full
data distribution. Specifically, a generator is not penalized for
missing a mode. We show that these are therefore still sus-
ceptible to not capturing the full data distribution.
In this paper, we propose a simple approach that combines
an encoder based objective with novel loss functions for gen-
erator and discriminator that improves the solution in terms
of capturing missing modes. We validate that the proposed
method results in substantial improvements through its de-
tailed analysis on toy and real datasets. The quantitative and
qualitative results demonstrate that the proposed method im-
proves the solution for the problem of missing modes and
improves training of GANs.
1 Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al. 2014)
aim to learn complex data distributions by learning a map-
ping from a noise distribution (Uniform/Gaussian) to a dis-
tribution that is based on an unsupervised set of samples.
This task, while challenging has recently seen a number of
successes. The method learns to solve this problem by us-
ing a pair of networks a GeneratorG(z) and a Discriminator
D(x), that are simultaneously trained by playing a minimax
game. The Discriminator tries to differentiate between the
real and the generated samples, and the Generator tries to
fool the Discriminator by generating samples that are close
to the real data. The training continues till G and D attain
a Nash Equilibrium. Initially, GANs used to be notoriously
hard to train but recent developments, (Salimans et al. 2016;
Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017; Gulrajani et al. 2017;
Nowozin, Cseke, and Tomioka 2016; Metz et al. 2016;
Poole et al. 2016) have proposed modifications to the vanilla
method that have resulted in more stable training methods.
However, the methods still have limitations in terms of miss-
ing modes of data that are hard to capture as they may have a
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Figure 1: Shows how the Discriminator follows the local
gradients to lose the smaller mode M2 without any penalty
fewer number of samples. This problem is illustrated in the
figure 1 that shows how a discriminator is attracted towards
its dominant mode and misses out on the smaller mode.
There have been works to encourage diversity in the gen-
erations, (Ghosh et al. 2017), but none to our knowledge ex-
ist that attempt to tackle the problem directly. Using the ap-
proach mentioned in BIGAN (Donahue, Krhenbhl, and Dar-
rell 2016) as our base objective, we propose a modification
that addresses the mentioned problem in a much better way.
We test our model extensively against natural images from
popular datasets like Cifar10 (Krizhevsky 2009), CelebA
(Liu et al. 2015); and an unusual dataset, frames from a
surveillance video, (Varadarajan and Odobez 2009). Since
the background remains the same in all the frames, the
dataset is highly clustered and encourages mode collapse.
While the vanilla objective fails and collapses to a single
mode, our method is able to train fairly well on it. Showing
that unless the objective is not modeled for mode capturing,
it fails.
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2 Background
2.1 Encoder
Recently the use of a complementary network, an encoder,
has become popular. It is usually trained to give the best la-
tent representation of the data point, or inverting the genera-
tor G. Thus,
∃L = E(x) ∀x ∈ Pr : G(L) = x
This provides us with additional modeling capabilities that
have proved successful in many papers in a variety of ways,
(Chen et al. 2016; Boesen et al. 2015; Makhzani et al. 2015;
Berthelot, Schumm, and Metz 2017).
For us, the objective of inversion is important because it
allows us to get the reconstruction of the original sample. We
assert that if all the samples are perfectly reconstructed then
their containing modes, respectively, can be safely said to
have been captured. Usually, a modified form of direct mod-
eling is applied to achieve this kind of inversion. The follow-
ing losses can be added as additional objectives to achieve
inversion,
min
E
|x−G(E(x))| ∀x ∈ Pr
min
G
|z − E(G(z))| ∀z ∈ Pz
But this does not give a guarantee that a well-encoded mode
will be generated. Thus, direct modeling of p(x|G(E(x)))
can be added as an additional objective of the generator and
vice-versa, this merges the two objectives as,
min
E,G
[|x−G(E(x)))|+ |z−E(G(z))|], ∀(x, z) ∈ (Pr,Pz)
Optimizing this loss helps us achieve both our objectives,
inversion and increases the probability of regeneration. A
similar approach was proposed in CYCLEGANs (Zhu et al.
2017). Two discriminators are used, one for each distribu-
tion, Pr and Pz . They enforce the reconstruction objective
by adding the mean-squared error to the vanilla adversarial
objective. It should be noted that usually a uniform distribu-
tion is used as Pz . It can be observed that in this case there
would be no mode loss in the Encoder output; since all pos-
sible points are equally probable, at the edge of a lost region,
the gradients will always be present; and this is true for all
dense or uni-modal distributions. Thus, the reconstruction
loss is dropped for the Encoder, but we still include the term
to preserve generality. Since Pz is not a uniform distribu-
tion in the case of CYCLEGANs, but another set of natural
images, cyclic consistency loss is added for Encoder too.
While direct modeling looks like a good solution, it inter-
feres with the regular GAN (Goodfellow et al. 2014) train-
ing. We explore this further in Appendix 1.2 in the supple-
mentary material.
2.2 BIGANs
The BIGAN discriminator D discriminates not in the data
space D(x) verses D(G(z)), but jointly in data and latent
space tuples D(x,E(x)) versus D(G(z), z). The network is
trained with the minimax objective,
min
E,G
max
D
V (D,E,G) := Ex∼px [logD(x,E(x))]+
Ez∼pz [1−D(G(z), z)]
It is shown that training using this objective, at the opti-
mum, G and E naturally invert each other. An informal de-
scription of the objectives of the networks can be given as;
the Encoder maps the samples x ∈ p(x) to (x,E(x)) in Pe,
and the Generator maps the samples z ∈ p(z) to (G(z), z) ∈
Pg . The two generated distributions, Pg and Pe, are brought
together using a classification or adversarial objective, as-
signing 1 to pg ∈ Pg and 0 to pe ∈ Pe, the Generative
networks, G and E are trained on the inverse objective. It
can be seen that, wherever the distributions intersect, inver-
sion happens at the point. This is because at the intersec-
tion, z = E(x) and x = G(z), thus, x = G(E(x)) and
z = E(G(z)). Since the BIGAN objective brings the two
distributions together in the X-Z space, it naturally causes in-
version. But, to achieve this objective Pe will have to match
Pz and Pg will have to match Pr. Thus, as a side-effect, the
original GAN objective is also achieved. But the Generator
is still not free from mode loss; even if a mode is correctly
encoded, the generator may lose it when the local gradients
vanish. This is because the Generator improves with the ob-
jective as,
min
G
V (D,G) := Ez∼pz [1−D(G(z), z)]
which does not apply a penalty for losing a mode. This is
visually explained in section 4.2
2.3 Optimal Transport based GANs
It is shown that optimizing the vanilla objective of the GAN
is like minimizing Jensen-Shannon divergence between Pr
and Pg . Originally GANs were notorious for being difficult
to train and required a balance to be maintained between
the Generator and the Discriminator. WGANs (Arjovsky,
Chintala, and Bottou 2017) proposed to change the objective
from matching the probability distributions, Pr and Pg , to
a problem of optimal transport. The Discriminator is trans-
formed to a critic which outputs an unbounded value, this is
used to get the Earth Mover’s distance between the real and
generated distributions. This not only stabilized the training
but the critic output correlates well with the sample qual-
ity. The objective function for WGANs is obtained by using
Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality as,
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼px [D(x)]− Ez∼pz [D(G(z))]
where D is the set of 1-Lipschitz functions. This was origi-
nally achieved via weight-clipping. Since WGANs involved
directly modeling the gradients that are used by the genera-
tor to optimize, they allow for better control. An alternative
to weight-clipping was proposed in Improved Training of
WGANs (Gulrajani et al. 2017), where a gradient penalty
(GP) is imposed on the Discriminator to maintain good gra-
dients between real and fake data distributions.
LD = Ex∼Pg [D(x)]− Ez∼Pz [D(G(z))]+
λEx˜∼Px˜ [(‖∇x˜D(x˜)− 1‖)]
This was imposed at points sampled uniformly between the
data points and the generations, x˜. This works well if the
distributions are well separated as then the mean direction
of the gradient penalty is almost same for all points. How-
ever, once they overlap this is no longer true, and imposing a
gradient between random unrelated points may not be bene-
ficial.
3 Our Method
3.1 Logit loss (LOGAN)
We base our method on optimal transport as presented in
WGANs (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017). With opti-
mal transport, we travel the discriminator values itself to op-
timize the generator. This gives additional control over the
gradients to allow for robust optimization. But we found that
following the Wasserstein estimate and replacing the clas-
sifier with a critic can have limitations. To compensate for
this while we can follow the gradients of the classifier based
critic directly, there is a problem; With a sigmoid based dis-
criminator, regions of saturation develop where it is easily
able to classify the samples. This causes the local gradients
for the generator to vanish, leading to slow and inefficient
training. WGANs do not face this problem because the critic
output is unbounded, thus there is no saturation. We propose
a simple modification of the existing method; while we train
the sigmoid based discriminator using the same objective,
LD = Ex∼pX [logD(x,E(x))]+
Ez∼pZ [log(1−D(G(z), z))]
We dont follow its gradients directly for the generative
network(s). Instead we use the logits of the discriminator
outputs, thus LOGAN.
LE,G = Ex∼pX logit(D(x,E(x)))−
Ez∼pZ logit(D(G(z), z))
Since the logit function is inverse of sigmoid, it cancels
the saturation that is induced in the classification based dis-
criminator, and we get to keep our classifier. Further it is
noticeable that all the discriminator has to do is to assign 1
to (x ∈ Pr) and 0 to G(z); z ∈ Pz . This is also achievable
with the loss function,
LD = D(G(z))2 + (1−D(x))2
• This limits the maximum gradients from the LD to 1
• The gradients decay to 0 near the target value. This also
regularizes the effect of the discriminator that can prevent
an explosion in logit value, if any.
• This loss gives the same results at convergence.
While this looks similar to the loss function proposed in the
LSGANs (Mao et al. 2016), it is applied to the sigmoid out-
puts of the discriminator. The fact that the there is an upper
bound on the gradients can be desirable in certain cases. We
discuss an example in Appendix 1.2 in supplementary ma-
terial. We refer to the training done with formerly described
discriminator objective as lol1 and the latter as lol2. We ap-
ply these losses combined with the gradient penalty (Gulra-
jani et al. 2017), to toy and natural image datasets. We show
that this is not only an alternative to Wasserstein estimate
but also provides better training with higher quality results.
It was also observed that unlike WGANs, it is not required
to update the D multiple times per G update in LOGANs.
3.2 Pair-wise Gradient Penalty
(a) Application of pair-wise gradient penalty
(b) A lost mode recovered using pair-wise gradient penalty
Figure 2: Illustrations of the application and the effect of
pair-wise gradient penalty
As we stated in section 2.1, our objective involves en-
couraging accurate reconstructions. To achieve Encoder-
Decoder inversion, we use a BIGAN with logit loss as our
base model. But instead of applying a secondary objective
such as mean-squared error for reconstruction, we directly
model the gradients of the Discriminator to flow from the
reconstructions to the data-points. Figure 2a illustrates the
application of pair-wise gradient penalty to 1-D X and Z. If
a mode is lost, its reconstructions will lie in a nearby ma-
jor mode, if the gradients are enforced between the recon-
structions and the real data points, the lost mode can be re-
covered, figure 2b illustrates this for a toy tri-modal dataset,
where the middle mode is lost, but then the reconstructions
are pulled from the nearby modes to it.
To present this more formally we extend from the ar-
gument presented in Appendix 1 of Improved training of
WGANs, (Gulrajani et al. 2017). The optimal coupling be-
tween Pr and Pg is defined as,
W (Pr,Pg) = inf
pi∈Π(Pr,Pg)
E(x,y)∼pi[‖x− y‖]
Where Π(Pr,Pg) is the set of joint distributions pi(x, y)
whose marginals are Pr and Pg , respectively.
Let Prˆ be the distribution of the reconstructions generated
as xˆ = G(E(x)),∀x ∈ Pr. Since the optimal encoder and
decoder BIGANs naturally invert each other, under optimal
conditions,
Ex∼Pr [‖x−G(E(x))‖]→ 0
Thus, the reconstructions can serve as the optimal cou-
plings for x ∈ Pr. We can rewrite the equation as,
W (Pr,Prˆ) = inf
pi∈Π(Pr,Prˆ)
E(x,y)∼pi[‖x− y‖]
Instead of applying a gradient penalty between random
pairs (x,G(z)), we place a gradient penalty between optimal
couplings (x,G(E(x))), x ∈ Pr and (E(G(z)), z), x ∈ Pz .
Since we are using BIGANs, we work in a joint space of X
and Z, the gradient penalty equations are modified as,
 ∈ U [0, 1], x ∼ Pr
xˆ = G(E(x))
x˜ = x+ (1− )xˆ
xunit =
x− xˆ
‖x− xˆ‖
LGPx = Ex∼Pr [‖∇x˜D(x˜, E(x))− xunit‖]
Similar gradient penalty can be applied for the other dis-
tribution.
 ∈ U [0, 1], z ∼ Pz
zˆ = E(G(z))
z˜ = z + (1− )zˆ
zunit =
z − zˆ
‖z − zˆ‖
LGPz = Ez∼Pz [‖ − ∇z˜D(G(z), z˜)− zunit‖]
Therefore, the total loss for the discriminator is,
LD = Ladv + λ(LGPx + LGPz )
The pair-wise gradient penalty is in both direction and
magnitude. If Pz is a uniform distribution, gradient penalty
LGPz , is not required. It should be noted that since we
train the encoder to minimize Ex∼pX logit(D(x,E(x))), it
travels down the discriminator terrain, so we need to put
a gradient penalty in the opposite direction to the gradi-
ents, so we place a negative sign in the equation for LGPz .
This establishes a gradient between (x, z) ∈ (Pr,Pz) and
(xˆ, zˆ) ∈ (Prˆ,Pzˆ) that guides the reconstructions to their op-
timal coupling.
3.3 Additional benefits
In regular GAN training, once a mode collapse happens, it
cannot recover, because the Generator experiences same gra-
dients for each of its generated samples. Thus, the point dis-
tribution Pg(z) wanders in the X space to settle to a local
optima. But in the case of BIGANs, if a dense distribution is
used for p(z), like uniform, then as stated in section 2.1, the
Encoder will not collapse; or will easily recover from a mode
collapse. Then even if we start off with a collapsed Genera-
tor, it can be reversed. This is because if the Encoder is able
to well encode, ie. X 7→ E(x), then the gradients experi-
enced by the Generator will be different for each of its gen-
erated samples, (G(z), z) to (x,E(x)). Thus the collapsed
p(g) is stretched to the other modes. This breaks the col-
lapse to some extent, and the Generator with vanilla objec-
tive manages to catch the nearby still reachable modes. This
can be visualized using figure 4, for a collapsed Generator,
the green ”string” (G(z), z), would be a perfectly straight
vertical line; but the yellow ”dots” (x,E(x)), would remain
at the same places as the Encoder will be well-encoded. With
training the string would bend by moving samples in the X-
plane and reach the nearby modes. With the application of
pair-wise gradient penalty, gradients would be explicitly cre-
ated from (G(E(x)), E(x)) to (x,E(x)). This would fur-
ther assist the ”string” to bend even more guiding the re-
constructions to the actual samples. Thus, the modified gra-
dients help the Generator to reach to all the modes well-
Encoded by the Encoder. In cases when Pz is not a dense
distribution, the gradient penalty is applied in both direc-
tions, X and Z, as described in section 3.2.
It should be noted that using the logit(D) to implement
the gradient penalty has a benefit that we do not have to scale
the data space to compensate for the limits on the D value,
i.e., if x ∈ [−1, 1]N then, a constant gradient of 1 from point
[−1]N to [1]N with D(x) ∈ (0, 1) cannot exist.
An optimal discriminator tries to logit(D(x)) → ∞ and
logit(D(G(z))) → −∞, and since the gradients decrease
as the value approaches the objective, it offers a kind of reg-
ularization causing the logit values of the real samples and
fake samples to lie symmetrically about the origin. But, this
is more of a cosmetic benefit.
In Experiment 4.2 we show that while the network fails
to train with the Wasserstein estimate, LOGAN works well.
Sometimes it can be desirable to have a classifier as a dis-
criminator over a critic, but this will be more of a task and
preference dependent benefit. But if an unsaturated critic
value is required, the logits of the discriminator D can be
used.
4 Experiments
We provide details regarding the network architectures and
the parameter settings that we have used for the experiments
in the supplementary material. In this section, we first ex-
amine the effectiveness of LOGAN using toy datasets that
clearly illustrate the improved performance. We then exam-
ine the effect of gradient penalty. Next, we present results
on reconstruction and generation tasks. We further study the
effect of an adverse surveillance dataset with a large single
(a) vanilla (b) wasserstien; GP (c) lol1; GP (d) lol2; GP
Figure 3: Discriminator contour patterns generated while training a model on 2D toy datasets. It can be seen that using logit
loss results in much better and uniform gradient contours. The contours are drawn using the pre-activation outputs from the
Discriminator
Method Score
DCGAN 6.16± .07
LOGAN lol1 6.52± .15
LOGAN lol2 6.55± .19
Table 1: Inception scores attained by our models using DC-
GAN as the base architecture
central mode. Finally, we evaluate the qualitative improve-
ments in results.
4.1 Effectiveness of LOGAN
We test our training objective on 2 toy datasets with scattered
modes. We use a 4 layered MLP with LeakyRELU activa-
tions as our model. Z is sampled from a uniform distribution
[U(−1, 1)]2. We compare our results against the same model
trained with the vanilla objective (v), and the Wasserstein
objective (w). A gradient penalty, as described in (Gulrajani
et al. 2017), is applied as an additional objective for Wasser-
stein and logit loss. Figure 3 shows the trained discriminator
value contours and the trained generator distributions. It can
be seen that the discriminator trained with logit loss attains
more uniform and cleaner patterns.
To measure the model performance on natural images we
train a DCGAN network with the three losses. z is sampled
from a uniform distribution [U(−1, 1)]128. We list the incep-
tion scores calculated for different losses in Table 1, since
DCGAN has a similar network as ours, we list the scores
reported by it for comparison. The details about the model
architecture and training method are given in Appendix 1.1
in Supplementary material.
4.2 Effectiveness of Pair-wise gradient penalty
To illustrate the effectiveness of pair-wise gradient penalty
visually we use 2-D toy data sets and a 1-D z from a uni-
form distribution. The distributions are then drawn in a 3D
space. The (x,E(x)) are plotted in ”yellow” and (G(z), z)
in ”green”, figure 4. It can be seen how the Encoder tries
to move the X points in the Z space to match p(z), here
uniform. The Generator tries to map the Z in X space to
match the p(x) distribution. This in effect causes the point
cloud of the 2 class to come together, and under ideal conver-
gence, the two should exactly match resulting in perfect in-
version. Due to the limited and clustered nature of the modes
of our toy dataset, the yellow point cloud appears as ”dots”;
And because p(z) is uniform and continuous, the green point
cloud is like a ”string”. The bottom plane is the contour plot
of D(x,E(x)), it can be thought of as a 2-D projection of 3-
D D(x, z). We are concerned with the X plane only because
p(x) is the only distribution that needs examination for mode
loss. We use same toy distributions from the previous section
to train an encoder, a decoder and a discriminator with the
same losses. We observed that the network trained with the
vanilla loss consistently lost a few modes. The training was
unstable with the Wasserstein estimate; It converged only at
the very last steps of the training for the circular dataset and
does not converge for the square. With the application of the
pairwise gradient penalty, coupled with logit loss, it can be
seen that almost all of the modes are captured.
4.3 Quantitative evaluation of reconstruction and
generation tasks
Measuring similarity between the data and the reconstruc-
tions of natural images has been a difficult task. It has been
shown in the past that the mean squared error is not a good
measure of similarity of images (Boesen et al. 2015). We
use Structural-Similarity (SSIM) (Wang et al. 2004) index
(a) vanilla (b) wasserstien; pair-wise GP (c) lol1; pair-wise GP (d) lol2; pair-wise GP
Figure 4: BIGAN trained on toy datasets. It can be seen that while the model faces heavy model loss with only the vanilla
objective, it trains quite well with the application of logit loss with pair-wise gradient penalty
Figure 5: Inception scores attained by different losses on the
BIGAN model for the CIFAR 10 dataset
to judge the similarity of the real and fake samples. Specif-
ically, we compare the moving average of the values from
SSIM in order to not be sensitive to a particular mode be-
ing captured well. It was noticed that our methods edge the
vanilla method by a small margin, Table 2.
To judge the improvement in generation quality, if any,
we compare the inception scores of the generations from the
BIGAN with vanilla objective and LOGAN in Fig 5. We ob-
serve that the curves from the proposed method consistently
are better than the other models across epochs. Table 3 lists
inception scores from 50k samples of the CIFAR 10 dataset
from different models. We find that there is a noticeable dif-
ference in the results between models using and not using
the gradient penalty. We believe that this is explainable by
the fact that since Pz is continuous and the Generator is just
a function that maps it to the X-space, thus Pg is also con-
Method SSIM
Vanilla 0.223± .08
LOGAN lol1 0.238± .09
LOGAN lol2 0.230± .09
Table 2: Best moving average values achieved on BIGAN
using different losses
Method Score
Vanilla 5.31± .07
Wasserstein 4.8± .15
LOGAN lol1 6.11± .05
LOGAN lol2 6.23± .03
Table 3: Inception scores attained by our models with BI-
GAN as the base architecture
tinuous, leading to the generation of unreal looking samples
from between the modes. The probability of generation of
such a sample increases with the number of modes that are
captured, leading to a lower score.
4.4 Single central mean dataset
We create a dataset by taking frames from a surveillance
footage of traffic junction at 5 fps. Originally this dataset
(Varadarajan and Odobez 2009) was meant for abnormal ac-
tivity detection. We observed that the frames mostly featured
very limited activity. Some activity was replicated in mul-
tiple frames and some existed for only a few. This was be-
cause the activity in the video slowed down sometimes, lead-
ing to multiple frames of the same kind, and when the activ-
ity went smoothly, the opposite was true. The samples from
the image distribution lie very close to one another; very few
extremely strong modes and some really weak ones. This
(a) Sample reconstructions of the input images from the traffic dataset
(b) Sample generations from our model trained on the traffic dataset
Figure 6
Figure 7: Generations and reconstructions from a BIGAN
trained with the vanilla objective. It can be easily seen that
the generator has collapsed to the mean
dataset was chosen to test the network for mode collapse as
the clustered nature of the dataset heavily encourages it. We
train the BIGAN model with the vanilla loss and our pro-
posed method. We observed that the vanilla implementation
consistently captured a few modes in the beginning but very
quickly collapsed to a single mode, Figure 7. But the same
model trains to capture a wide variety of modes with our pro-
posals. Figure 6, shows samples at convergence. While the
results here are not perfect, clearly they show that the model
with our method indeed tries to capture all the modes.
4.5 Qualitative Assessment
As the inception score is a soft metric we encourage the
qualitative assessment of the results too. It should be noted
that our main contribution is not the improvement of the
quality or the stability of the process, but to try to capture
various minor modes that are lost in the vanilla process.
Thus, we would want to look for hints of diversity in the gen-
erations and accuracy in the reconstructions produced by the
network. Since we could not find an accurate enough metric
to capture this, we rely on manual assessment.
We train a DCGAN network on 128x128 CelebA (Liu
et al. 2015) to show the quality and diversity of our sam-
ples. We try to keep the architecture of the network simple,
we do not use any skip layers or residual blocks, this is to
keep from any bias that may reflect in the quality of our
results. Figure 8 shows the reconstructions generated from
the CelebA dataset, it can be seen that the model picks up
minor features like optical glasses, sunglasses, background
with patterns, shadows behind the faces, hats, earrings (not
distinctly visible, mostly white scribbles), clothes and even
a defect that was present on the top side of certain images.
We also show the generations from the interpolations of
the latent representations of the images to show that the
model learns meaningful features of the faces, Figure 10. It
can be noticed that the model not only learns the high-level
features like the pose, skin tone, gender, ethnicity, etc. but
Figure 8: Reconstructions of samples from a BIGAN based
on our loss, trained on CelebA dataset.
Figure 9: Generations from a BIGAN based on our loss,
trained on CelebA dataset. It can be observed from the diver-
sity of the samples that the model generates even the minor
learned features.
also learns to smoothly transit between the minute features
like caps, hats, sunglasses, optical glasses, etc. Additional
results for such examples are provided in supplementary ma-
terial. It should be noted that almost all of the interpolations
are clear, none are blurry, this indicates a better convergence
of the network. A hint of this can be seen in figure 10, where
the glasses of the girl are removed in an instant and not faded
away, indicating that the model has learned a better separa-
tion between the two modes, with and without glasses.
5 Conclusion
In our proposal, we introduce methods that directly aim to
capture the full data distribution. We show that these are able
to capture the weaker modes while being stable to train.
These modifications are possible based on our loss func-
tions. The proposed method LOGAN can also be viewed
as an alternative to WGAN to model the problem of opti-
mal transport. We show via toy datasets and CIFAR incep-
tion score that the proposed method is indeed superior both
quantitatively and qualitatively. We also additionally incor-
porated pair-wise gradient penalty for BIGANs trained with
optimal transport, that helps the network to reach weaker
modes resulting in diverse and visually pleasing images. To
conclude, we show that with modified loss functions we can
capture the data distribution without losing modes.
Figure 10: Generations from interpolations of the latent rep-
resentations of the images. Note the smooth transition be-
tween female and male, but the discontinuous transition be-
tween having eyeglasses and not having eyeglasses.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Network Architecture and Training details
We try to keep our architectures as primitive as possible to
keep from any biases that may appear in the results from
it. All training procedures use an Adam Optimizer (α =
0.0001;β1 = 0.5;β2 = 0.9). For toy datasets we use:
• A 4-layered MLP with LeakyRELU activations as our
network for both Generator and the Discriminator.
• No batch normalization in either Generator or Discrimi-
nator, we observed it proved unfruitful in all cases.
• For Experiment 4.1 we use 2-D X and a 2-D uniform
distribution [U(−1, 1)]2. For the 3-D plots in Experiment
4.2, we use a 1-D Z from [U(−1, 1)].
• The network is trained for 40000 steps
• For gradient penalty, λ = .1 for all toy datasets.
• We found that in case of toy datasets, initializing the
weights using a random uniform distribution as described
in (Sussillo and Abbott 2014) improved the stability sig-
nificantly.
For image architectures we use:
• A basic linear layer followed by fractionally-strided con-
volutional networks, as proposed in DCGAN (Radford,
Metz, and Chintala 2015), with LeakyRELU activations.
Same architecture is used for the Generator in the BIGAN
model, and its inverted form for the Encoder.
• We apply batch normalization in the Generator at every
layer but the last. An inverse of the Generator architecture
is used for the Encoder for the experiments requiring it.
• Z is sampled from a uniform 128-dim space
[U(−1, 1)]128
• We run the training for 256 epochs for each image dataset.
• λ = 1, for all image datasets.
We found that removing batch normalization from the
Discriminator helped improve all our loss cases. For train-
ing, we do not apply any extra regularization like Histor-
ical averaging, mini-batch discrimination (Salimans et al.
Figure 11: An illustration showing how the mse loss with
bounded gradients cannot overcome unbounded adversarial
gradients, leading to failure in mode capture
2016). The Discriminator and Generator are updated once
per step, except in the case of Wasserstein where we update
D five times per G iteration. For further details, please refer
to our open source implementation https://github.
com/shashank879/logan.
6.2 Comparison with direct modeling
We consider a model based on BIGAN, but mean-squared
error between the data and its reconstructions is added as
the modeling objective for the encoder and the decoder as:
min
G
[|x−G(E(x)))|], ∀x ∈ Pr
min
E
[|z −G(E(z)))|], ∀z ∈ Pz
While this looks like a good solution, it interferes with the
regular GAN training. A balance has to be maintained be-
tween the losses, generally achieved through a fixed ratio
between the losses. It is difficult to be sure whether a given
ratio for the losses would be enough to pull the reconstruc-
tion to the actual data from the adversarial optima. Ladv is
unbounded but, the Lrecons is usually bounded as the di-
mensions have limits. Thus, if the region between xˆ and x is
rejected by the discriminator with a high enough confidence,
i.e. D(G(z)) is low for the region between them, the recon-
struction will not be able to cross to the coupling mode. This
is illustrated in Figure 11
If x ∈ [−1, 1]N , then the maximum reconstruction loss,
if measured as L1, is given as 2N, and provides the gradient
with magnitude of 2N everywhere. Then, for the reconstruc-
tion loss to overcome the adversarial loss,
|λ∇xLrecons| ≥ |∇xLadv|
2Nλ ≥ | −1
D(G(z))
|
D(G(z)) ≥ 1
2Nλ
Dcrit =
1
2Nλ
Let x ∈ Pr and y ∈ Prˆ, assume that at convergence the
mode of x is not captured and y, the reconstruction of x, lies
in a different mode. Since x and y though separated, lie near
modes, thus the most probably the D values at x and y are,
D(x) > Dcrit D(y) > Dcrit
Then if there does not exist a path, P (e) : e ∈ [0, 1], from x
to y such that, P (0) = x and P (1) = y, and,
D(P (e)) > Dcrit ∀e ∈ [0, 1]
The mode cannot be captured by the proposed loss recon-
struction loss. Our proposal of lol2 gives a bounded adver-
sarial loss which can be useful in such a case. But due to lack
of time we could not fully explore the possibilities with their
union. Training with default values was unstable though, it
may be due to the improper balancing of the objectives.
To summarize, while the generator-discriminator interac-
tions from the adversarial loss and the mean-squared error
are individually predictable, we found that but the mixture
of both is not and hard to control.
It can also be shown that our method does not suffer from
a effect similar to the one that arises from bounded recon-
struction loss. It is because our method does not try to over-
come the adversarial objective but rather work with it to
acheive the objective. Given the same situation, since y is
near a mode, D(y) will generally be high, still logit(D(x))
can always be increased such that the gradient penalty,
minD[∇xD(x˜, E(x)) − xunit]2, where xunit = x−y‖x−y‖ , is
satisfied. And since it aligns with the adversarial objective,
maxD[logD(x)], they can be satisfied simultaneously.
7 Additional samples
(a) lol1
(b) lol2
Figure 12: Sample generations from a DCGAN-like network
trained with our losses
(a) Regular GAN (b) BIGAN
Figure 13: Cifar10 Inception scores attained by regular GAN and BIGANs during training with different losses
(a) lol1 (b) lol2
Figure 14: Sample generations from a deep-convolutional BIGAN network trained with our losses
(a) lol1 (b) lol2
Figure 15: Sample reconstructions from a deep-convolutional BIGAN network trained with our losses
Figure 16: Sample generations from a deep-convolutional BIGAN trained on the CelebA dataset.
Figure 17: Sample reconstructions from a BIGAN trained on the CelebA dataset.
Figure 18: Interpolations from a BIGAN trained on the CelebA dataset.
